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a b s t r a c t

This paper shows the verification work of SARAX code system in the reactor core transient calculation
based on the simplified EBR-II Benchmark. The SARAX code system is an analysis package developed by
Xi'an Jiaotong University and aims at the advanced reactor R&D. In this work, a neutron-photon coupled
power calculation model and a spatial-dependent reactivity feedback model were introduced. To verify
the models used in SARAX, the EBR-II SHRT-45R test was simplified to an ULOF transient with an input
flowrate change curve by fitting from reference. With the neutron-photon coupled power calculation
model, SARAX gave close results in both power fraction and peak power prediction to the reference
results. The location of the hottest assembly from SARAX and reference are the same and the relative
power deviation of the hottest assembly is 2.6%. As for transient analysis, compared with experimental
results and other calculated results, SARAX presents coincident results both in trend and absolute value.
The minimum value of core net reactivity during the transient agreed well with the reported results,
which ranged from �0.3$ to �0.35$. The results verify the models in SARAX, which are correct and able
to simulate the in-core transient with reliable accuracy.
© 2021 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Among six types of Generation IV reactors, Sodium-cooled Fast
Reactor (SFR) plays an important role [1]. The same in China, SFR is
very important to close the fuel cycle according to the national
nuclear energy development strategy. China Experimental Fast
Reactor (CEFR) reached critical for the first time in July 2010 and
combined to the grid in July 2011 [2]. At present, the demonstration
project of sodium-cooled fast reactor in China is in the key stage of
design and construction, and it is significant to have more clear
understanding of the transient performance of SFR and develop
programs that can be used for design and analysis. For this purpose,
the SARAX code system for the design of SFRs is being developed in
Xi'an Jiaotong University [3,4]. The code system includes a cross
section generation code TULIP [5], a steady state core analysis code
LAVENDER [6] and a transient analysis code DAISY [7]. These three
codes have been preliminarily verified.

To extend the capability of code, new models have been
developed in SARAX code system. For the power calculation in the
ng).

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
fast reactor, there are three widely-used power calculation models:
a) fission heat releasemodel, inwhich energy is calculated based on
the calculation of fission reaction; b) fission and none-fission heat
release model, which takes the energy released by fission and
none-fission reactions into account, but assumes the gamma en-
ergy is released locally; c) coupled neutron-photon transport cal-
culations. In SARAX, to precisely considering the gamma heating,
the photon transport process is modeled and the KERMA factor of
neutron and photon are used [8]. The model performs a three-
dimensional neutron-photon coupled transport calculation based
on triangular-z nodes.

Due to the longer mean free path of fast neutrons, the global
spatial coupling effect in fast reactors is strong. A local reactivity
insertion may cause changes in the overall power level. Therefore,
the point-kinetics method is suitable for the small size SFRs tran-
sient analysis with the consideration of both efficiency and accu-
racy. This view has been adopted by the SAS4A/SASSYS-1 code
system. SAS4A/SASSYS-1 [9] is a well-known system code devel-
oped by Argonne National Laboratory for fast reactor safety anal-
ysis. The code system consists of a reactor transient analysis code
SAS4A and a system analysis code SASSYS. A time-independent
reactor power spatial shape is assumed in SAS4A, along with a
detailed reactor kinetics model.
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In the previous version of SARAX, the point-kinetics method
with a single-channel thermal-hydraulic model was adopted. This
coupled method would give the change of average temperature in
the core during transient process. Together with lumped reactivity
feedback coefficients, several kinds of reactivity feedback could be
calculated and then substituted into the point-kinetics equation,
including fuel Doppler feedback, coolant density feedback, axial
expansion feedback and radial expansion feedback. This method
could give approximate changes of power and temperature with a
fast computing speed. But in realistic transient process, each loca-
tion in the core will have different temperature changes and
different deformation amount. It is impractical to use the average
temperature and the lumped feedback coefficients to calculate the
reactivity feedback. Recently, a spatial-dependent reactivity feed-
back model was developed in SARAX for reactor transient analysis
[10]. In the spatial-dependent model, the results of the detailed
reactivity feedback distribution including fuel Doppler feedback,
coolant density feedback, axial expansion feedback, grid expansion
feedback, and control rod driveline expansion feedback can be
modeled.

This paper introduces the verification works of the SARAX code
system for the reactor core transient analysis. Two new models
were discussed combined with other models already in or newly
developed in the SARAX code system to accomplish the in-core
transient calculation, like the point kinetics, thermal-hydraulics,
and reactivity calculation models. To verify the models, the EBR-II
SHRT-45R test was selected. With the reports released by IAEA
[11], ANL [12,13] and Idaho State University [14], the modeling of
this transient problem can be perfected. In this paper, the ULOF
(Unprotected Loss-of-Flow) transient from EBR-II SHRT-45R test
transient was simulated. Since the SARAX code system is developed
to evaluate the in-core transient performance, some simplifications
in the verification calculations were made, in which the calcula-
tions were based on given inlet boundary conditions from the
benchmark report by numerical fitting.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, theoretical models
in SARAX related to this simulationwork will be introduced; in Sec.
3, the reference core and SHRT-45R transient of EBR-II will be
briefly described, and the results of power calculation and transient
analysis by SARAX will be presented. In Sec.4, a short summary of
this work will be made.

2. Theory and modeling in SARAX

2.1. Neutron-photon coupled power calculation model in SARAX

From the perspective of photon transport equation, the inter-
action between photon and matter is divided into absorption and
scattering. The cross section of photoelectric effect is the photon
absorption cross section. The photon scattering matrix comes from
Compton scattering, Rayleigh scattering and electron pair effect. To
generate photon cross section library for SARAX, the nuclear data
processing code NJOY [15] was used to process the data from ENDF/
B database. The processing flow is shown in Fig. 1.

The fabrication of photon production cross section involves
point cross section reconstruction module, Doppler broaden
module, unresolved resonance process module, thermal scattering
process module and energy group condensation module in NJOY.
Photon production cross section obtained by NJOY cannot be
directly used to calculate the photon source term. It needs to go
through other processes to become problem related photon pro-
duction cross sectionwhich can be used directly in neutron-photon
coupled transport calculation.

The photon-atomic cross section is a measure of the probability
of the interaction between the photon and the electron outside the
1814
nucleus, and it has no resonance effect. When generating the
photon-atomic cross section, only linear treatment and energy
group condensation need to be done to the data from the evalua-
tion database.

With consideration of both efficiency and accuracy, the neutron-
photon coupled transport calculation was developed following the
scheme described in Fig. 2. After the convergence of neutron
transport iteration, the photon source term is calculated by using
the converged neutron flux density distribution, and then the
photon transport is calculated by using the photon source term.

SARAX uses the discrete nodal method to solve the neutron
transport equation [16]. The basic idea is to solve the angular flux
density distribution in a series of discrete directions, with coarse
mesh nodes and polynomial expansion within the nodes. To do
neutron-photon coupled transport calculation, SARAX will solve
the neutron transport equation to get 33-group neutron flux den-
sity fi;g in every node, where i is the number of node and g is the
number of energy group. Then, the 36-group photon source term
for every node can be solved as Eq. (1):

Si;gg ¼
X
g

X
e

X
x

Ni;e si;e;x;gfi;gce;xðg; ggÞ (1)

where Ni;e means the nuclide density of e in the i-th node, si;e;x;g
means the multi-group micro neutron cross section of x reaction,
and ce;xðg; ggÞ stands for the photon production cross section and
means the production probability of gg-th group photon from the x
reaction between the g-th group neutron and nuclide e.

The photon source Si;ggwill be treated as a fixed source. With the
transport correction to scattering source term and photon cross
sections as Eqs. (2)e(5), a multi-group photon transport correction
equation is like Eq. (6):

str;gr ¼st;0;gg �
X
gg0

ðscohs;1;gg/gg0
þ sincohs;1;gg/gg0

Þ (2)

ss;0;gg/gg0 ¼ scohs;0;gg/gg0
þ sincohs;0;gg/gg0

þ spps;gg/gg0 (3)

str;s;gg/gg ¼ ss;0;gg/gg �
X
gg0

ðscohs;1;gg/gg0
þ sincohs;1;gg/gg0

Þ (4)

str;s;gg/gg0 ¼ss;0;gg/gg0 ðgg0 s ggÞ (5)

where str;gg is the photon total cross section after correction,
str;s;gg/gg0 the photon scattering cross section after correction,

st;0;gg is the 0-order photon total cross section, scohs;0;gg/gg0
;

scohs;1;gg/gg0
are the 0-order and the first-order coherence scattering

cross section, sincohs;0;gg/gg0
; sincohs;1;gg/gg0

are the 0-order and the first-

order incoherence scattering cross section, spps;gg/gg0 is the elec-

tron pair production cross section, and ss;0;gg/gg0 is the isotropic

photon scattering cross section.

UmVjm;gg þStr;ggjm;gg ¼
X
gg0

Str;s;gg0/ggfgg0 þ Sgg (6)

where, Str;gg is the macro transport correction total cross section,
Str;s;gg0/gg is the macro transport correction scattering cross sec-
tion; Um is the unit direction vector of motion, jm;gg is the angular
photon flux density, fgg0 is the photon flux density, and Sgg the
photon source term.

According to the neutron flux and photon flux calculated by the
neutron-photon coupling transport calculation, the neutron



Fig. 1. Processing flow of photon cross section library.

Fig. 2. Detailed calculation flow of the neutron-photon coupling model in LAVENDER.
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KERMA (Kinetic Energy Released in Material) factor and photon
KERMA factor are used to calculate the heat release rate distribu-
tion in the reactor core. Making KERMA factor library is the most
important content of fine heat release model. Among them, the
generation of neutron KERMA factor cross section needs to involve
NJOY's RECONR module, BROADR module, UNRESR module, HEATR
module and GROUPR module. Similar to the generation process of
the light atomic cross section, the generation of photon KERMA
factor only needs NJOY's RECONR module, HEATR module and
GMINR module, in which the GMINR module is used to merge
photon energy group, so as to obtain multiple groups of photon
KERMA factor. Since the photon does not have resonance effect, and
the cross section does not change with the background cross sec-
tion and temperature, the photon KERMA factor processed by NJOY
1815
program can be directly used to calculate the photon heat release in
the core.

In the fine heat release model, the power equation of a region in
the reactor is like Eqs. (7)e(9):

P¼ Pn þ Pg (7)

where,

Pn ¼
X
g

X
i

X
x

Nifgkn;i;x;g (8)

Pg ¼
X
gg

X
i

Nifggkg;i;gg (9)
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Pn stands for the neutron power density of this region and the
unit is MeV$cm�3$s�1, Pg stands for the photon power density of
this region and the unit is MeV$cm�3$s�1, kn;i;x;g is the macro
nuetron KERMA factor of the x reaction between the g-th group
neutron and i nuclide, kg;i;gg is the macro photon KERMA factor of
the interaction between the gg-th group photon and i nuclide.

In order to verify the correctness of the model, the results of the
neutron-photon coupling calculation were compared with the re-
sults of DIF3D in the report of EBR-II SHRT-45R [11] in Sec.3.
2.2. Spatial-dependent reactivity feedback model in SARAX

Coupled with the parallel channel thermal-hydraulic model and
the mechanical model of assembly and control rod driveline, a
spatial-dependent reactivity feedbackmodel based on perturbation
theory was developed in SARAX. For fuel Doppler reactivity feed-
back and coolant density reactivity feedback, using the first-order
perturbation theory in Eq. (10), the reactivity changes caused by
1% change of fuel temperature and 1% change of coolant density
were calculated in every node by:

Dr¼
f*jð 1

keff
dF þ dS� dAÞf
f*jFf (10)

where, f stands for neutron flux density, f* stands for neutron
adjoint flux density, Drmeans the reactivity change after pertur-
bation, keff means effective eigen value, F, S, A stand for fission,
scattering and total disappearance operators and dF, dS, dA stand for
fission, scattering and total disappearance operators of perturba-
tion. The fuel temperature reactivity feedback coefficient was ob-
tained by dividing the reactivity change by the fuel temperature
change, as well as the coolant temperature reactivity feedback co-
efficient was obtained by dividing the reactivity change by the
equivalent coolant temperature change. Then, with the parallel
channel thermal-hydraulic calculation, the reactivity feedback will
be computed by local reactivity feedback coefficient timing local
temperature change in the transient.

For the reactivity feedback caused by axial expansion, the
reactivity contribution R of different material is calculated by
perturbation theory. The nuclide density of differentmaterial x, like
fuel, cladding or wrapper, will be perturbated by 1% mass, and the
reactivity contribution Rx(i, j) of material x per unit mass in each
node is calculated. Different from fuel temperature feedback, the
reactivity contribution R cannot time the temperature change
directly due to the expansion. The key of using the reactivity
contribution R is to accurately calculate themass change of material
x within a node, which requires calculating the initial material mass
of the node, the mass of the material remaining in the node after
the expansion, and the mass of the material entering the upper
node after the expansion. Thus, the local reactivity change caused
by axial expansion is obtained.

There are two kinds of radial expansion feedback models in
SARAX. One is lower grid expansion model. The increase of coolant
inlet temperature leads to the lower grid expansion, then the dis-
tance between assemblies becomes larger so that introduce the
grid expansion reactivity feedback. In case of a 1% increase in core
grid size, a reactivity change will be obtained by twice steady state
calculations, a reactivity feedback coefficient will be obtained by
the reactivity change dividing by the equivalent temperature
change of grid material. In the transient, the coefficient will time
the actual change of inlet coolant temperature to get the reactivity
feedback. The other is fuel rod radial expansion model. When
temperature increasing, the radius of fuel rod will change. It leads
to the decrease of coolant density in the node, which is similar to
1816
the coolant temperature reactivity feedback mentioned above.
Therefore, the change of coolant density can be obtained by the
change of coolant volume in the node after fuel expansion. The
reactivity feedback will be computed by local coolant temperature
reactivity feedback coefficient timing local equivalent temperature
change.

As for feedback caused by control rod driveline expansion, the
model refers to the model in SAS4A/SASSYS-1 [9] with some
adaptive changes to the own modeling strategy of SARAX. A dif-
ferential worth curve of control rod should be calculated before
transient analysis. When considering such reactivity feedback, it is
common to take only one group of control rods, shim rods, into
consideration due to the design of fast reactor. Eq. (11) gives the
form of differential worth curve.

wðxÞ¼ axþ bx2 (11)

where x means the position of this group of control rods and w
stands for the differential worth value of this group at position x.

The expansion of the control rod driveline needs to be based on
the temperature of control rod driveline during the transient, so it
is necessary to establish a thermal-mechanical model to simulate
the process of outlet coolant heating the driveline. First of all, a
problem needs to be defined: for a system, the parameters of fluid 1
are volume V1, density r1, capacity Cp1 and temperature T1, and the
parameters of fluid 2 are volume V2, density r2, capacity Cp2 and
temperature T2. If the temperature after mixing is set as T3, then
according to energy conservation equation T3 is solved as Eq. (12):

Q ¼ r1V1Cp1ðT3 � T1Þ¼ r2V2Cp2ðT2 � T3Þ
/T3 ¼

r1V1Cp1T1 þ r2V2Cp2T2
r1V1Cp1 þ r2V2Cp2

(12)

If the temperature of the two fluids is not known, enthalpy is
known. Then enthalpy h3 of the mix fluid is solved as Eq. (13).

h3 ¼
r1V1h1 þ r2V2h2

r1V1 þ r2V2
(13)

So, for the following time-dependent heat transfer equation
between outlet coolant and control rod driveline, Eq. (14), the so-
lution is as follows,

8>>><
>>>:

McrCcr
dTcr
dt

¼ hcrAcrðTui � TcrÞ

dTui
dt

¼ wc
Tmm � Tui
ruVui

(14)

/Tuiðt þ DtÞ ¼ ruiVuiCp1TuiðtÞ þWcðt þ DtÞDtCp2Tmmðt þ DtÞ
ruiVuiCp1 þWcðt þ DtÞDtCp2

¼
TuiðtÞ þ

Wcðt þ DtÞDtCp2
ruiVuiCp1

Tmmðt þ DtÞ

1þWcðt þ DtÞDtCp2
ruiVuiCp1

Tcrðt þ DtÞ ¼
TcrðtÞ þ hcrAcrDt

McrCcr
Tuiðt þ DtÞ

1þ hcrAcrDt
McrCcr

(15)

where in Eq. (14), Mcr stands for the mass of control rod driveline,
Ccr stands for the capacity of control rod driveline, Tcr stands for the
temperature of control rod driveline, hcr stands for the heat transfer
coefficient between coolant and control rod driveline, Acr stands for
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the heat transfer area between coolant and control rod driveline, Tui
stands for the temperature of coolant surrounding the control rod
driveline,Wc stands for the flowrate of outlet coolant passing by the
whole core, Tmm stands for average outlet coolant temperature, rui
stands for the density of coolant surrounding the control rod
driveline, and Vui stands for the volume of coolant surrounding the
control rod driveline. For EBR-II, there is a smaller upper plenum
full of sodium. The length of the control rod driveline that is washed
by coolant is short, so the modeling of upper coolant plenum is
equivalent to a cylinder.

Thus, the temperature Tcr of the control rod driveline can be
obtained by Eq. (15). According to the change of the temperature of
the control rod driveline, the expansion amount of the control rod
driveline Dzcrd;iis well to know. Combined with the obtained core
axial expansion amount Dzv;i, the reactivity feedback caused
expansion of control rod driveline is shown as Eq. (16), where xi�1
stands for the control rod position after last time step, xi stands for
the control rod position after this time step.

Dr ¼ wðxiÞ$ðDzv;i þ Dzcrd;iÞ
xi ¼ xi�1 þ ðDzv;i þ Dzcrd;iÞ

(16)

Finally, all the reactivity feedbacks obtained above are added
together and substituted into the point-reactor kinetics equation to
perform the transient calculation.

3. Verification of SARAX

The Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) was a test reactor
operated by Argonne National Laboratory. During its operation
time, from 1964 to 1994, it went through 4 phases with different
purposes. In the third phase began in 1978, EBR-II was used test
design basis accident conditions for future Liquid Metal Reactors.
Series of Shutdown Heat Removal Tests were operated to prove that
EBR-II has enough passive safety features when suffering extreme
accident.

EBR-II is a sodium-cooled fast reactor with 62.5 MW thermal
power. The detailed parameters could be found in Refs. [11e14]. In
order to build an overall impression of this reactor, Fig. 3 shows the
view of EBR-II and Fig. 4 shows the view of benchmark model of
EBR-II primary vessel components.

3.1. Example definition and calculation model

ANL conducted shutdown heat removal tests (SHRT) on EBR-II in
the 1980s and opened the experimental dataset in 2012 with the
objective of improving the state of the art SFR codes by extending
code validation to include comparisons against whole plant data.
The IAEA launched the project of benchmark analyses of EBR-II
SHRT tests to perform the code validation [11]. A total of 19 orga-
nizations from 11 countries participated in the project and sub-
mitted their results of SHRT tests simulationwith different analysis
codes.

As for the SHRT-45R test, it was like an unprotected loss of flow
(ULOF) accident beginning from 60 MW and full flow condition.
During the process, the reactor flow was dropping continuously
and due to the loss of flow, the reactor power was also dropping
and the fission power eventually dropped to the same level as the
decay heat power. The reduction in coolant flow rate caused reactor
temperatures to rise temporarily to high. But because of reactivity
feedback, the temperatures decreased and always below the
acceptable levels. Fig. 5 shows main test results [11]. Fig. 5 (a) il-
lustrates the mass flow rate measurements for the high and low
pressure plenum piping for pump #2 during SHRT-45R test. Fig. 5
(b) illustrates the change of power level and Fig. 5 (c) gives the
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measured core inlet and outlet temperatures during the test. The
missing of the Z-pipe inlet temperature in Fig. 5(c) is caused by an
instrumentation error [11].

SHRT-45R test sequence includes complex changes in primary
coolant cycle, which are beyond the modeling scope of SARAX code
system. In order to verify the models and focus on the in-core
transient behaviors, given boundary conditions were used in the
simulation in this paper. For an ULOF transient, the trend of inlet
flow rate is one of the boundary conditions. According to Fig. 5(a)
and reference report [12], the inlet flow rate used in SARAX is from
the fitting of the flow rate curve of both high and low plenumwith
21 points for 500s. The fitting curve is shown in Fig. 6. The coolant
inlet temperature has an initial value of 617 K and increase around
4 K in 500s. Since the flowrate does not have a significant change
after 500s, the transient duration is set to 500 s and the time step in
the simulation is 0.002s.

3.2. Neutronics results in steady state

The reference core is the EBR-II Run 138B core and accommo-
dated 637 hexagonal assemblies. There were two types of driver
assemblies, MK-II AI and MK-II A, and a special kind of driver as-
semblies named Half-worth Driver, having the same characteristics
with MK-II AI. But half of fuel elements in Half-worth Driver were
replaced by dummy elements. U-5 wt% Fs was chosen as fuel to be
loaded in the core.

Three types of movable control rods assemblies were used to
control reactivity and ensure safety. In addition to control rods
assembly and safety rods assembly with fueled segment, high-
worth control rods assembly was also designed. High-worth con-
trol rods were comprised of a fueled segment and a poison segment
while other control rods were only comprised of a fueled segment.
Different from the traditional control rods design, the insertion of
all the control rods means the fueled segment was placed in the
core. As for High-worth control rods, when it was retracted the
poison segment was within the core. This design could maximize
the reactivity swing [13].

Many types of experimental assemblies were also loaded in the
core, as well as two instrumented assemblies. Out of active core
region, there were three rings of reflector assemblies. At the
outermost part of the core, blanket assemblies loaded with
depleted Uranium. Fig. 7 shows the core layout of EBR-II in the
reference and Fig. 8 shows the computingmesh of core modeling at
a cross section view at midplane of the core.

The material of the active zone from different kinds of assembly
is modeled by a heterogeneous one-dimensional cylinder geome-
try. For EBR-II benchmark core, 3 typical fuel assembly composition
is shown in Fig. 9 [13]. For example, the equivalent one-
dimensional cylinder geometry model of Half-worth Driver as-
sembly is illustrated in Fig. 10. The kinf is compared with OpenMC
results for these 3 fuel assemblies. As shown in Table 1, the results
show good agreements in the assembly calculations even in case of
complex geometry like Half-worth Driver and the differences are
within 300 pcm. The other material segments in the assemblies are
modeled by a homogeneous geometry.

The results of core calculation in steady state is shown in Table 2.
The reference results are from INL's report [14]. The results show
that the modeling of SARAX is correct. In order to calculate the
worth of the control rod, the absorber cross section in the control
rod assembly is generated using the Super-cell model [17]. Table 3
gives the worth of three groups of control rods.

For the following transient simulation, the spatial-dependent
reactivity feedback model was required and the reactivity feed-
back caused by fuel Doppler effect, coolant density change, axial
expansion, radial expansion and control rod drivelines expansion



Fig. 3. The view of EBR-II reactor [13].

Fig. 4. The view of benchmark model of EBR-II primary vessel components [10].
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Fig. 5. Main test results of SHRT-45R test.

Fig. 6. The variation of inlet flow rate for SARAX.
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were taken into consideration. Since it is difficult to compare the
coefficients of every node, a series of lumped coefficients of the core
are shown in Table 4, and compared to the references from IAEA
report [11].

3.3. Power distribution calculation

Table 5 shows the power fraction of different assemblies in the
1819
core. The results are calculated with neutron-photon coupled
model in SARAX and the reference results are from the ones
calculated by DIF3D. It can be seen that the fueled assembly,
including driver, half-worth driver and control assembly, occupy
over 90% of total power. The power fraction of fueled assembly from
DIF3D and SARAX are 91.13% and 92.97%, which shows that the
power contribution of unfueled assembly can be taken into account
well by using this model.

Fig. 11 shows the absolute power value of the active zone by
DIF3D and SARAX. It can be seen that themaximum absolute power
deviation between LAVENDER and DIF3D is 50 kW. The positions of
the hottest assembly from the two codes are the same and the
absolute power deviation of the hottest assembly is 2.6%. Table 6
gives the power information for the hottest assembly calculated
by LAVENDER and DIF3D.
3.4. Results of ULOF transient simulation

The transient simulation was performed to verify the spatial-
dependent reactivity feedback model and other corresponding
models for the in-core transient analysis. The reference results are
selected from the IAEA benchmark report [11] by different partic-
ipants. Some results from China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE),
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), University of Fukui (UFU-
KUI), Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI), Nuclear
Research and Consultancy Group (NRG), and Argonne National
Laboratory(ANL) are shown. Figs. 12 and 13 shows the total power



Fig. 7. EBR-II Benchmark Core layout in the reference.

Fig. 8. Computing Mesh at midplane of EBR-II Benchmark Core by SARAX.

Fig. 9. Assembly Composition Views of: (A)Driver, (B) Half-worth Driver, (C)Control
assembly.
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and fission power variation in the core. The trends of total and
fission power by SARAX agree well with the reference. After 350 s,
the value of power tends to stabilize. It can be seen that the devi-
ation of power results between SARAX and references in the late
transient becomes larger. Since the final stabilized power level is
closely related to the change of core flow rate, and the total reac-
tivity feedback amount during the whole transient agree with the
results of most institutes, the cause of reactivity feedback can be
excluded. The deviation may be caused by the fitting flowrate
curve. It should be noted that there are several break points in the
simulated curves during the transient. It was caused by the slight
error from the simplification of numerical fitting of inlet flow,
1820
which is ignored in this paper.
In the benchmark report [11], a curve of experimental Z-pipe

inlet temperature variation was given as a reference with a lack of
75se200s. Due to the lack of data, values of the calculated results
cannot be compared with the experimental data. The comparison
of results can only focus on the comparison of changing trends. As
shown in Fig. 4, Z-pipe is an outlet pipe between core upper



Fig. 10. Equivalent one-dimensional cylinder geometry of fuel material in Half-worth Driver.

Table 1
kinf of materials.

Position of fuel material kinf by SARAX kinf by OpenMC Difference/pcm

Driver 1.98984 1.98934 ± 0.00113 50
Control assembly 1.94197 1.94214 ± 0.00106 �17
Half-worth driver 1.82971 1.83253 ± 0.00098 �282

Table 2
keff of the EBR-II benchmark core.

keff ± s

benchmark 1.00927 ± 0.00458
INL calculated 1.01169 ± 0.00005
SARAX 1.00979

Table 3
The worth of three groups of control rods.

keff worth/pcm

ARO 1.00979 e

CR insert 36 cm 1.00729 243
SR insert 36 cm 1.00483 486
HWCR insert 48.5 cm 0.95916 5224

Table 4
Lumped reactivity feedback coefficients of the core.

SARAX ANL transport code

beff, pcm 698 705
aDoppler, pcm/K �0.08 �0.06
aaxial, pcm/K �0.71 �0.65
acoolant, pcm/K �1.71 �1.49
aradial, pcm/K �1.56 �1.67

Table 5
Power fraction of different assembly in the total power of the core.

DIF3D SARAX

Driver assembly 75.16% 75.90%
Half-worth driver assembly 8.49% 9.00%
Control assembly 7.47% 8.07%
Reflector and dummy assembly 1.92% 2.90%
Blanket assembly 7.80% 5.29%
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plenum and the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), it will feed hot
coolant constantly from the core to the IHX. Since it is beyond the
modeling scope of SARAX, in this paper, the temperature compared
was replaced by themixed-up core outlet temperature by assuming
1821
that the temperatures at these two positions are very close. As
shown in Fig.14, the trend of Z-pipe inlet temperature calculated by
SARAX is in agreement with the results of most institutes, which
increases in first 100s due to the loss of flow and then falls down
due to the negative reactivity feedback. It can be seen that the
calculated temperature rises more rapidly and has higher values,
which is reasonable because the calculated temperature is closer to
the core outlet.

Fig. 15 shows the variation of different reactivity feedback
calculated during the transient. The radial expansion and coolant
density feedback are two main aspects contributing to the negative
reactivity feedback, which would cause temperature decreasing.
Since EBR-II is fueled with metal fuel, the Doppler feedback coef-
ficient is small and the fuel Doppler effect is negligible. The CRD
expansion feedback keep small absolute values during the tran-
sient, which is not significantly contributive to the whole process.
This is because the control rod position during the transient is at a
high position, which means the bottom of the absorber is near the
top of the active zone. Under this rod position, the differential
worth of the control rod is small, so the reactive feedback caused by
control rod insertion is relatively small. As for axial expansion, its
positive value is directly related to the fuel temperature. In the axial
expansion model of SARAX, free expansion is supposed. Without
the mechanical coupling between fuel and cladding, the fuel axial
expansion is the main source of axial expansion feedback and
following the fuel temperature, it becomes positive after about
120s. The axial expansion model of SARAX needs to be improved in
the future to consider the interaction between fuel and cladding.
And it can be seen in the benchmark report [11] that some other



Fig. 11. The absolute power value of the active zone by DIF3D and SARAX.

Table 6
The power information for the hottest assembly calculated by LAVENDER and DIF3D.

LAVENDER DIF3D Bias

Position of the hottest assembly No.267 Assembly No.267 Assembly e

Power of the hottest assembly 0.747 MW 0.765 MW 2.6%

Fig. 12. Total power variation results from different institutes.

Fig. 13. Fission power variation results from different institutes.

Fig. 14. Z-PIPE inlet temperature variation compared with experiment results and
other institutes.
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institutes also give positive axial expansion feedback.
Fig.16 shows that net reactivity results comparedwith reference

results. Due to the drop of flowrate and the imbalance between
power and flowrate at the early transient, the core temperature
1822
rises rapidly. Following the temperature, the increasing negative
feedback causes a rapid drop of the core power. Then, with the



Fig. 15. Reactivity feedback variation by SARAX.

Fig. 16. Net reactivity variation compared with results of other institutes.
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gradually stable flowrate and the negative feedback, the power
level of the core continues to drop, and the temperature of the core
begin to decrease. The absolute value of the negative reactivity
feedback becomes smaller, gradually reduces to 0. The core power
level is finally stable. The minimum value of core net reactivity
during the transient also agreed with the results in the report,
which ranged from �0.3$ to �0.35$. With the spatial-dependent
reactivity feedback model, SARAX could give close values of reac-
tivity feedback. Combined with all the above results, it can be
concluded that the spatial-dependent reactivity feedback model in
SARAX is correct, and this model could help to simulate the in-core
transient and give reliable results of reactivity feedback.
4. Conclusion

This paper mainly described the verification work of SARAX
code system in the simulation of simplified transient based on the
EBR-II SHRT-45R test's results. The theoretical models related to the
transient analysis were introduced. In the core calculation, the
neutron-photon coupled power calculation model was developed
to get the detailed power in the core. In the transient analysis, the
spatial-dependent reactivity feedback model based on point-
1823
kinetics model and perturbation theory was developed. To verify
the models in SARAX, the EBR-II SHRT-45R test was simplified to an
ULOF transient with an input flowrate change curve by fitting from
reference.

For the neutronic calculation, the eigenvalue difference between
the references results and SARAX's is within 300 pcm, which verify
the accuracy of the code system in the steady state core calculation.
Then, with the neutron-photon coupled power model, SARAX gave
close power fractions of fueled assemblies, which show that the
power contribution of unfueled assembly can be well modeled by
using this model. The positions of the hottest assembly from SARAX
and reference code are the same and the deviation of assembly
power is 2.6%. The results proved the accuracy of power calculation
model in SARAX.

As for the transient analysis, compared with experimental re-
sults and other institutes’ results, SARAX presents good results: in
500s transient duration, the trends of power, temperature and net
reactivity were all agreed with the reference results. The minimum
value of core net reactivity during the transient agreed well with
the report results, which ranged from �0.3$ to �0.35$. The results
showed that the spatial-dependent reactivity feedback model in
SARAX was correct, and this model can simulate the in-core tran-
sient with accurate results of reactivity feedback. In conclusion,
SARAX has the capability to perform the in-core transient analysis
for small size SFRs.
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